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1. INTRODUCTION 
A subset M of a Banach space X is said to be proximal if, for every x in 
X, inf{ IIx--mll: rnE M} is attained. The following was raised by 
E. W. Cheney [ 11. 
PROBLEM. If U and V are proximinal subspaces in a Banach space X 
and if U + V is closed, does it follow that U + V is proximinal? 
We give a negative answer to this problem. However, we show that if V 
is reflexive and U n V is finite dimensional (in particular, if V is finite 
dimensional), then the answer is positive. 
2. EXAMPLE 
If .Y is an element of co, we denote its nth coordinate by .Y,,. For any 
positive integer n let e’“‘= (0 ,..., 0, 1,0 ,...) E c0 (the 1 in the nth place). 
Let 
U = x E cO: for all n, -xzn = 0; C 2 “,Y~,~ , = 0 
V = 
i 
x E cO: for all II, x2n , = 0; 1 2 “.x~~ = 0 
I 
A4 = u + v= 
{ 
x E c,,: c 2 --nXZ,, , = 0 = c 2 nXZ,, = 0 
and 
X=M+(;lf:%scalar}cc, 
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,f=P+P’=(l, l,O,O,O ,... ). 
where 
Then U and V are proximinal in X, while M = U + V is not. 
Proqf (a) We show first that Ii is proximinal in X. Given y E U, z E V 
and I a scalar, we must prove that there is UE U such that 
d(y+z+l”jt U)= lly+z+fi-UII. 
We may clearly assume that y = 0 since JJE U. Further, it is enough to 
prove such u exists when I. = 1 since when 1= 0 choosing u = 0 is possible 
since d(z, U) = llzll (for z is supported on the even integers and all elements 
of U are supported on the odd ones), and when 1” # 0 we use homogeneity. 
Thus, we need to show only that if z E V there is u E U such that 
Now, 
d(z+,h U)= //z+f--I/. 
{ (Iz + cA2y, d(e” d(z + f, U) = max 
For every n the sequence 
(1) 
g’“’ = ;( 1 - 2-“, 0, - 1, 0, - 1, 0, - l)...) 0, - 1, 0, 0 ,...) 
with - 1 appearing n times is an element of CT and 
Ile (‘1 -g’“‘/l -j f, 
Thus 
de , (‘) U)di. (2) 
We now claim that 
llz + d2’(I > 1. (3) 
Assume to the contrary that llz + eC2)11 < +; then lz21 > 1 and lzkl < + for 
all k > 2. 
Since x 2 Pnz 2n = 0, we get 
~~ilz*l=~~*2~~z2n~~~22-~lz~~lbiIf22-~=l. 
Hence we must have equalities throughout the last string of inequalities, 
which can happen only if lz2,, = i for all n. But this contradicts z being in 
co. 
(4) 
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Thus we have 
l/z + e”‘ll > 4 3 d(e”‘, U). 
This together with (1) give 
d(z +j; U) = III + P/l. 
By (4) we have some UE U such that 
This yields 
lie “I - uJ/ = JIZ + d2’I/. 
112 +f‘- u(I = Ilz + e’2’II = d(z +j; U). 
(b) The proof that V is proximinal in X is similar (also, there is an 
isometry on X that interchanges U and V). 
(c) Finally, to prove that M is not proximinal note that we have shown 
already that /)z + P(‘)II > f for every 2 E V. If x is any element in M then 
x = y + z for smtable y E I/, z E V and 
However, 
since 
when 
11.~ +.f I/ 3 l/z + e’2’I/ > $. 
4.L M) = : 
11 ,I‘- h(“‘lI + 4 
h’“‘=$(l -2 ‘I, 1 - 2 -‘I, ~ 1, - 1, - l)...) - 1, 0, 0 )...) 
while hi X when - 1 appears the right number of times (2n). 
Therefore X is not proximinal. 
Remark. In fact X= {x E c~): C 2 ~)1(.~2,, - .xz,,+ , ) = 0}, a hyperplane in 
(‘0. 
3. SOME POSITIVE RESULTS 
THEOREM. Let F and G he subspaces qf‘a Banach space X. Assume that F 
is proximinal, G is reyexive, F n G is ,finite dimensional and F + G is closed. 
Then FS G is proximinal. 
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Proof Assume first that Fn G is (0). Let x0 E X. There are sequences 
if,,) in F and {g,} in G such that 
Ilxo-(Jn+gn)ll +4x,,, F+G). 
Clearly { f,, + g, } is bounded. The linear projection P from F + G onto G 
vanishing on F (i.e., P(f + g) = g wheneverf is in F and g is in G) is boun- 
ded (by the Closed Graph Theorem). Thus {g,,} is also bounded and so is 
{L). 
Since G is reflexive { gll} has a weakly convergent subsequence. By 
passing to a subsequence we may assume that g, +<“ g, for some g, E G. 
Thus, there is a sequence of convex combinations 
(where I,, = {i: p,? < i d P,~ + , }, P,, an increasing sequence of integers, 2,3 0 
and Cit ,n %, = 1) such that /I 2, - g,l/ + 0. 
Denote 
then 
Hence 
llxo -.z, - Snll + 4x0, F+ G). 
Also 
II% - t.z, + go)ll 6 I/ x0 - K + E,,)ll + II 2, - goll 
which gives 
I/-G- t.?t + go)11 -+ 4x,, F+ G). 
Let f0 be the nearest element to x,, - g, in F, then 
Ilxu - (.fb + goIll G II+, -y,, - g,ll + 4x,> F+ Gh 
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This means that 
and thus F + G is proximinal. 
Finally, if the intersection of F and G is not {O) but a finite dimensional 
subspace, we can find a closed subspace G, ‘of G (hence reflexive) such that 
FS G = F+ G, and with a trivial intersection of F and G,. 
COROLLARY. Let F and G be subspaces of a Banach space X, with F 
proximinul and G finite dimensional. Then F f G is proximinal. 
Proq$ Since G is finite dimensional and F must be closed, F+ G is 
closed. 
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